
08 December 2005 

Ref :  

 
Euan Donald 
Assistant Clerk 
Local Government and Transport Committee  
Scottish Parliament 
Room T3.40 
Edinburgh EH99 1SP 
 

Dear Mr Donald 

First ScotRail response to the Freight Transport Inquiry 

Thank you for the opportunity for First ScotRail to provide a submission to the 
Committee’s Inquiry on this important subject. 

I hope that the attached submission including the supporting tables is of 
assistance in the Committee’s deliberations.  We would of course be very 
pleased to respond further if required and look forward to the future 
opportunity to expand upon this and respond to the Committee’s questions at 
the future hearings. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Gordon Dewar 
Commercial Director 
 



First ScotRail submission to the Local Government  
and Transport Committee Freight Transport Inquiry 

Impact of Freight on First ScotRail 

Wherever more than one company runs trains in an area, there is a risk that 
incidents involving one company will affect another company, in terms of delays or 
cancellations to trains. We monitor this effect, the main measure being TOC on TOC 
delay minutes i.e. the extent to which First ScotRail1 (FSR) trains are delayed by 
incidents caused by another train company. We also monitor TOC on TOC 
cancellations but the main impact is delays, other TOCs account for a relatively 
small proportion of cancellations.  

In terms of total delays to our services, TOC on TOC is a relatively small, but 
significant, cause of delay: 

13 Periods to p 8 2005/6 
 Delay Minutes % of Delays Cancellations % of Cancellations 
FSR caused 491,000 37% 2716 38% 
TOC on TOC 157,000 12% 4234 3% 
Network Rail 671,000 51% 243 59% 
Total 1,319,000 100% 7193 100% 
Source: FSR data 
 
In the year to period 8 of 2005/62 the main causes of TOC on TOC delay to FSR 
services were: 

Company Delay to FSR (minutes) % of Delays 
EWS 90405 58% 
GNER 23718 15% 
Virgin Cross Country 12690 8% 
Freightliner 8507 5% 
Virgin West Coast 6417 5% 
Other 14,260 9% 
Total 156,997 100% 
Source: FSR data 
 
EWS are by far the largest cause of TOC on TOC delays to FSR. This is not 
surprising. Although we do not have accurate mileage data for other operators, EWS 
operate more trains and more mileage over infrastructure shared with FSR than any 
other operator. By contrast, much of the mileage in Scotland by Virgin and GNER is 
on sections of the East and West Coast main lines where FSR operates relatively 
few services or none.  

The freight operators account for 66% of the TOC on TOC delay to FSR. From our 
point of view, the most significant freight flow in Scotland is of coal.  Our data shows 
this accounts for 43% of TOC on TOC delay. This is either from Hunterston to 
Longannet power station, or from Hunterston and pits in Ayrshire to  power stations 
in England. Because of its significance we separately monitor delays  by EWS coal 
services. 

 
                                        
1 References to First ScotRail (FSR) also include the previous ScotRail franchise 

  

2 Our year starts on 1 April and we divide the year into 13, 4 week periods. Hence the year to period 8 
2005/6 is the 4 weeks ending 12 November 2005.  
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and Transport Committee Freight Transport Inquiry 

 
 Delay to FSR, 13 periods to p8 

2005/6 
% of Delay 

EWS Coal 67808 43% 
EWS other 22597 14% 
Other freight (Freightliner & 
DRS) 

13168 8% 

Sub-Total Freight3 103573 66% 
   
Passenger operators 53424 34% 
Total 156,997 100% 
Source: FSR data 
 
We have seen a significant increase in TOC on TOC delays. These delays have 
been rising steadily over time, but increased significantly during 2004/5. This is 
shown in the graph below, which shows the Moving Annual Total (i.e. rolling 13 
period total) of TOC on TOC delays to  FSR services.  

 TOC on TOC Delay in 
Year 

Increase Increase 

1999/00 65790   
2000/01 64973 -817 -1% 
2001/2 85125 20152 +30% 
2002/3 100730 15695 +18% 
2003/4 88980 -11750 -12% 
2004/5 129624 40644 +45% 
2005/6 (13 periods to 
period 8) 

154067 24443 +19% 

Source: Network Rail Industry Period Performance Report P 8 2005/6. NB totals differ 
slightly from FSR internal data 

TOC on TOC delay to First ScotRail
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FIrst ScotRail  
Source: Network Rail Industry Period Performance Report P 8 2005/6 
                                        

  

3 This is delay caused by freight operators. It includes some flows that are not necessarily 
freight movements, such as Network Rail engineering works and adhesion control trains 
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TOC on TOC delay is now 63% higher than in 2003/4. Of this increase, 83% is extra 
delays caused by the increased volume of coal being carried by EWS. EWS have 
the contract to carry coal from Hunterston to Longannet. This is routed across many 
key junctions in the central belt, and has a significant impact on our services. Both 
EWS and Freightliner carry coal from Hunterston and Ayrshire to power stations in 
England – but to the extent that this is routed by the Glasgow & South Western line 
via Dumfries(known as the G & SW line) it has a lesser impact on our services.  

In contrast, we are aware that TOC on TOC delay to all other passenger operators 
has only increased slightly since 1999/00. Network Rail have data that demonstrates 
this, but we have received this data under a confidentiality agreement.  

 
Delays to FSR  by other TOCs 

 2003/4 13 periods to p8 
2005/6 Change Change % 

EWS Coal 17523 67808 50285 287% 
EWS Other 23235 22597 -638 -3% 
GNER 19176 23718 4542 24% 
VXC 10556 12690 2134 20% 
VWC 9283 7417 -1866 -20% 
Freightliner 6101 8507 2406 39% 
DRS 1042 4661 3619 347% 
Other 9572.5 9599 26.5 0% 
Total 96488 156997 60508 63% 

 
The impact of additional coal trains has had a noticeable impact on the performance 
on several routes, notably Fife Circle, Edinburgh to Glasgow express services and 
services to Ayrshire & Inverclyde.  

 
In our view the increased coal traffic has impacted our services in several ways: 

• All trains will fail occasionally, so additional services will lead to 
additional failures and hence delays 

• In many locations the rail network in Central Scotland operates at close 
to capacity. In these circumstances, if additional trains are run it will 
increase the propagation of existing incidents. That is to say the impact 
of existing incidents spreads wider, and it is likely that more trains will be 
delayed by any given incident. This is a non-linear effect and delays can 
rise exponentially as capacity utilisation reaches 100%.   

In our view (and with hindsight) the timetable for the increased volume of coal did 
not make sufficient allowance for these risks. In addition there were inaccuracies in 
the timetable for coal trains, and the sectional running times on which the timetable 
was based. In effect, some of these additional trains could not achieve the planned 
timetable.   
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First ScotRail submission to the Local Government  
and Transport Committee Freight Transport Inquiry 

These issues have been recognised by Network Rail and EWS, and actions taken to 
address them. Network Rail and EWS have a detailed action plan, which has been 
discussed with ourselves. The main actions are: 

• 

• 

• 

A new timetable for Hunterston-Longannet was introduced on 29 August 
2005.  

A new timetable for the G & SW route will be introduced 12 December 
2005 

The loading plan for Hunterston has been revised to reduce risk of 
delays within the terminal 

• EWS have a number of other actions to improve control & 
communications, and to improve their understanding of the cause of 
delays 

There are signs that the new Hunterston–Longannet timetable is leading to reduced 
delays. Our first full period after the new timetable (period 7 05/6) recorded the 
lowest EWS coal delays in 12 periods (after excluding one unusually large incident). 
The subsequent period was encouraging also, although not a typical period as 
autumn leaf-fall delays were very high across Scotland this year.  

However we have only seen recent improvement to services in the east & central 
belt (notably Fife, Edinburgh & Glasgow & Falkirk Grahamston services).  Coal 
delays in Ayrshire and the South West and to some Glasgow suburban services 
remain very high. We are hopeful that the new G&SW timetable, and other 
EWS/Network Rail actions will bring improvements in this area over the next few 
months. At this stage we can not predict the impact of these plans.  These plans will 
remove delays due to deficiencies in the timetable and also reduce the impact of 
incidents involving freight trains. However freight volumes will still be higher than in  
2003/4 levels, so we do not expect delays to recover to 2003/4 levels.  

 
Summary 

The recent pattern is therefore one of increased delays for passenger services 
arising from additional freight traffic and in some cases compounded by non-optimal 
planning and regulation.  Recent and ongoing actions will hopefully address and 
reduce the elements of delay associated with the planning and regulation issues but 
will not remove the effects of the overall increase in freight. 

Any potential future increases in rail freight movements must therefore be fully 
appraised in terms of its impact on other operators’ performance as well as the 
commercial, economic and environmental impacts associated with reduced road 
freight traffic and improved economic activity.   

Only by considering all the impacts and benefits associated with additional rail 
freight movements can its overall contribution to Scotland’s development and the 
Scottish Executive’s policies be assessed.  
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